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sider our capability to have done so,
the greatest blessing I could have
received; one that, considering its
phantasmal and most valuable experience, I find myself very thankful
to have had. I know I am very lucky;
“bakhtavor,” as Armenians would
call one.

W

illiam Saroyan once implied, and I read this at
school every year, that
an Armenia is created when any two
Armenians may meet in any location on this planet. Meeting anyone,
of your nationality or from where
you live, in a foreign country, brings
about a feeling of warmth, safety,
and a realization of the smallness of
the world. However, why is it that
for an Armenian this experience has
a spiritual revival at a greater extent?
The above saying is found in a narrative by Saroyan written in Armenian. In it Saroyan meets an Armenian in a desolate Russian city. My
Armenian teacher in eighth grade,
Paron (Mr.) Saro, asked my class if
they had experienced this in their
lives ever before. Then he asked me,
“Ani, have you “yerpevitse” (ever) come across
an Armenian in another
country?” I said “voch.”
I could not have said that
I had, even though I had
met Armenians in countries I had previously visited, because the epiphany of it had struck me in
eleventh grade, in Barcelona.

We stepped out of the airport and

cent yet simple fortress stood on
top of the hill. The place looked like
it was from a distant time.
Less than five minutes ago I was in
2008, now in Tossa De Mar I was
a Spaniard duchess from a previous time, on vacation with her family; our resort, a getaway containing
culture, historic magnificence, and
reefs apt for a dwelling of the most
peaceful tranquility, all in walking
distance.
I have never wasted time so valuably than when I did then. My mom,
Anahit, called Tossa Da Mar, “yoterort yerkink”; seventh heaven.

into a revival of senses. September
usually comes as chilly for a Californian, but the Spanish wind was
pleasant and soothing. With our
rented black Peugeot, we passed
Barcelona on the freeway, and from
the right side mirrors I spotted the
port, aligned with white ship tops.
We spent the first four days of our
vacation at the secluded and heav-

My family and I had been living in
Armenia for almost three months
already. In mid-September, my dad
surprised us with an unexpected trip
to Spain.

Once we exited the freeway, we
spun around the “redondo” and
rode deeper into the city. It was as if
a maze of narrow alleys confronted
us. When we finally emerged from
the alley we were surrounded by
I love to travel, and every day I consmall shops either
bargaining clothing
or baking sweets of
the most appetizing
scents. Shoppers
had to stop as our
car drove through
the narrow street.
It was, however,
when we drove by
a restaurant serving what smelled
like fine grilled
pork. All weariness
disappeared once
we emerged from
the narrow streets
and onto the main
street alongside the
coast. To my right,
stretched for about
a mile the fortifying gray walls of
a castle, leading to
where a magnifiGaudi’s La Sagrada Familia Cathedral in Barcelona, Spain

forget.”
Evidently, I had missed the sound.
I immediately recognized the dark
hair and brows of the father, and in
the few seconds in which he spoke,

I woke from this daydream in Barcelona, a place where you could not afford to stay anything but awake. Every insignificant building displayed
remarkable architecture, every buzzing bicycle whipped some life into
you, and every person, tourist and
local, made me remember that I was
in a beautiful country, witnessing
beautiful culture. This was the part
of my life when I could only sense
“people” and not “race,” all experiencing the same. How is it
that a few seconds can revolt it? It wasn’t a revolt; I
was reformed.

A group of these people who have suffered the same history and honored
the same great accomplishments differ
in that they speak a mother tongue.
enly sea-front town of Tossa De
Mar.

Ani Mouradian

Our hotel was on Avenue
de Cataluña. Wanting some
alone time I found myself
escaping to a bookstore.
The bookstore was in the
heart of the city, filled with buildings built by architects who were
artistic geniuses such as Gaudi. I
enjoyed walking by myself; I heard
the tender fluentness of the Spanish tongue slip from locals and was
floating through everything I tried
to consume. I had to meet my family within the hour. I heard a familiar sound, and turning fully around
I saw a mother and father pushing a
stroller through the crowd.
It was easy to find where my family
was waiting for me. Cataluña Square
combined the culture of the Catalonian people through the bird-seed
sellers and beautiful fountains. As I
was entering the square, I specifically heard, before I saw, a family of
three with a stroller, in the crowd of
different tongues. This reformation
was quick and only in my head.
I did not think I could have missed
hearing the beautiful Armenian
tongue yet, especially after spending
three months in Armenia, a place
where my grandfather did not have
to remind me to speak Armenian at
times like he did in Los Angeles. In
Los Angeles he would say “Aghchik,
hayeren khosa vor chi moranas”;
“Girl, speak Armenian so you won’t

Gaudi’s Casa Batlló

ignorant of my presence, I felt at
home. I wanted to make myself apparent to them, I wanted to share
with them the excitement in me; I
wanted to share with them the little
Armenia just created.
This frame played in slow-motion;
I was not in Spain, but was musing over the incredible bond every
Armenian has for each other. All
the Spanish, English, and Japanese
spoken around me could not be differed and was blocked from my ears
completely. All I could do was smile.
There is no Armenia, Italy, Russia, England, or Belgium. There are
only Armenians, Italians, Russians,
English, Belgians, the earth, and a
common existence. There are only
people, blessed with cultures different from one another, but all
experiencing the same thing: life.
However, a group of these people
who have suffered the same history
and honored the same great accomplishments differ in that they speak
a mother tongue. In a country that
speaks a foreign tongue, Armenian
sounded foreign and so dear. All
Armenians hold one bond together.
It is therefore inevitably impossible
for any Armenian not to recognize
the valuable existence of another
Armenian, in an Armenia outside
the Araratian borders.q
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still hear the heartbeats reverberating in my ears. It was a
cold Wednesday evening, the
journey began with the team being
transported to our game in a congested van through seemingly endless traffic, and ended up
becoming one of the most
memorable nights of my
life. Our game was against
Lennox academy, which was
a much-anticipated battle
by both the coach and our
team. About a month before our game we had lost
a championship game to
Padre Pio in a small tournament. Lennox academy took
Padre Pio to overtime just
beating them by a hairline. Therefore, this game for us was more like
a “redemption game” as my coach
referred to it.
As we walked onto the school campus and we were feeling awkward.
The people were hostile based on
the mere fact that we were the opposing team. The entire atmosphere
was not what we were used to. The
court and the facilities seemed to
need a face lift but we did not let
these distractions divert us from our
main objective, which was winning
the game. We started off our warmups with more intensity than we had
shown any time before. Every time
I looked in my teammates’ eyes I
saw a mother bear whose cub was
in danger. Everyone was aware that
this was truly a redemption game.
Two minutes left in warm-ups, our
coach gathers us for our prayer and
pump-up chant. We had to gather
in a tiny bathroom, the girl’s bathroom of all places, because the gym
did not have a locker room for the
visiting teams. We felt as if we were
put in a position of disadvantage.
Deciding to disregard our feelings
the coach led us in prayer. We collectively chanted like it was our own
personal siren song and were more
pumped up then we had ever been.
It was tip off time; I could feel the
butterflies in my stomach fighting their way out, with no room to
move. The bright lights along with
the loud crowd gave me the adrenaline rush I was waiting for the whole
night.
The ball was thrown into the air, and
the game was underway. Right from
the get-go the opposing team scored
a couple of quick points. It looked as
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though we had underestimated this
team. Their lead gradually increased
and it seemed as if we were incapable of catching up. Their short unathletic guard was singlehandedly
picking our team apart, which was
the equivalent to a gazelle killing off
a heard of coyotes. The deficit kept
growing and growing and eventually reached eleven points at halftime. As we approached our “locker
room,” the only thing that was going through my mind at the moment
was that we were going to get yelled
at. As a team we all knew we were

not playing our best and also knew
we probably would lose. Our coach
tried to revive our spirits and gave
us an inspirational speech, lifting us
from our damaged state. I remember in particular him saying, “We’re

passion.
We came out of the time out with
the mentality of a tie game, where
every possession counts. I had the
ball in my hands and was dribbling
down the court. The sweat was dripping down my face onto the floor.
I was nervous holding the ball, in a
time of desperation there should be
no margin for error, which only put
more pressure on me. As I dribbled
down the court I noticed the defense
was a little lax and I saw an opening. I drove in and drew the contact.
As I approached the free throw line
the crowd started to get very loud.
The noise along with all of the pressure caused me to miss my first free
throw. I made the second free throw
comfortably, but was still mad at
myself for missing the first. Now it
became a ten point deficit, with our
ball off a long rebound. In transition Jack Terzian, our teammate,
spotted up for a three and it went
in. The swishing of the ball against
the net was music to my ears! It still
was no time for celebration though.
We got the ball once again and with
a minute thirty left we were down
by seven. Dribbling down very
fast I handed the ball to Jack in
the post where he
got fouled. As the
whistle
sounded
he turned and shot
the ball towards the
basket. It seemed as
though the ball was
moving through the
air in slow motion, as it would in a
cheesy movie. The ball went in, and
, Jack made the free throw. Now it
was a four point game. We were advised to do a full court press to get
a quick steal, and it worked. Applying an enormous amount of pres-

Every time I looked in my
teammates eyes I saw a mother
bear whose cub was in danger.
better than this. Where is that intensity that I’ve seen all year?! The
one thing that separates us from any
other team in this world is our passion…” We all knew we could play
a lot better, and we were about to
prove it.
The second half began and we came
out with the same intensity that we
had displayed throughout the whole
year. We slowly chipped away their
lead and cut it to just two points.
Their coach frustrated and furious sprung off his seat and quickly
called a time out. We approached
our bench with high fives and enormous smiles across our faces. The
momentum had finally shifted over
to our side, for now. Emerging from
the time out, the opposing team was
in desperation for a three pointer,
and it went in. The coach’s time out
turned out to be very wise. The momentum was shifted back to Lennox. Their lead slowly grew reaching eleven points once again. Time
just kept moving in a heartbeat. I
looked at the time and there were
just three minutes left and we were
down by eleven points. Our coach
called a time out, so that we could
regroup for the final three minutes.
Our chances of winning started to
look bleak, but not our hope and

sure, the ball was tipped and picked
up by, another teammate, Hagop
Donikian and laid in for an easy two
points. Now we were down by two
with under a minute left. The other
team tried to take off as much time
as possible, shooting with thirty seconds left on the clock. Marc Balian
inhaled the rebound and was fouled
from behind. Marc was shooting
two free throws, down by two, thirty seconds left. He made the first
with ease. He shot the second free
throw and hit the side of the rim
and the ball started spinning as if it

Aren Markarian
were in a big toilet bowl. It felt like
an eternity that the ball was spinning
and spinning around the rim. My
heart momentarily stopped, until
the sight of the ball going through
the hoop brought it back, as if a
surgeon used a defibulater to revive
my heart. It was now a tie game with
less than thirty seconds to go. Their
leading scorer made a lucky shot
through traffic to give them a twopoint lead with thirteen seconds to
go. Our coach took our final timeout to talk about our game plan.
It was to no avail. We missed the
shot, and it seemed as though all our
hopes were crushed. As they took
out the ball, Donikian and I applied
insane pressure to steal that ball
and we did. Donikian got the ball
and was fouled with ten seconds to
go. Donikian unfortunately missed
both free throws, so we had to foul
immediately. The player we fouled
luckily missed both his free throws
also. Not having any time outs,
Donikian sprinted down the floor
drawing the fifth foul on their leading scorer, causing him to foul out.
Now Donikian had two free throws
with eight tenths of a second left.
The crowd was going wild trying to
cause Donikian to miss. With my
fingers crossed, he took the first
free throw, “Swish.” A little
relief now went through my
head. Now crouching, barely
able to watch, he attempted
the second free throw. It hit
the front iron and then went
in. The crowd was silenced
in shock, and now we were
going into overtime.
With their leading scorer
out, we had the upper hand
in the over time. Momentum was on our side and the intensity was as well. We came off strong
in overtime, starting off with quick
points opening a small lead. We now
had a five-point lead and the buzzer
sounded. We were jumping in the air
with excitement and disbelief, while
the other team was buried in anguish. We were exhausted, but none
of that mattered at the moment. We
left the building with a sense of joy
and reassurance. The whole drive
back home we couldn’t stop laughing. I felt like we were invincible. It
truly was a night to remember.q
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Armenia & Turkey to reset Diplomatic Ties
Turkey nearly opened its borders to Armenia in 2003, however, the decision
was not to allow open borders between
the two rival countries.
Armenian President, Serzh Sargrsyan
said that the signing of
the Protocols between
Armenia and Turkey
could boost bilateral
ties. The Armenian Diaspora is not excited
about this outcome.
Popular opinion suggests that whatever
financial benefits may
be gained, the opening of the borders will
inevitably lead to the
denial of the Armenian Genocide. Other
people are saying that it
is going to make life for
Armenians in Armenia worse, and people are saying that the religious beliefs
of a Muslim country are going to interfere with Christianity. The only way we
can actually know what result will occur
is when the borders have been officially
opened.
On the other hand, Armenians living
there are excited about this outcome

Greg Aivazian

and are eager to see what and how it
will change the country. After many
years of closed borders around Armenia, it is like opening a trap door for
the people living in Armenia. Positive
points are that it will improve business,
encourage import and
export and regional
tourism. Whatever this
may lead to, Armenians hope for the best
for themselves, and our
country, Armenia.
There are the questions that are still unsolved and probably
will be for many years
to come. Will the opening of borders really
help Armenia? Is it going to get in the way
of Christianity? These
are important questions considering a
country now consisting almost entirely
of Christians will be allowing NonChristians to enter, conduct business,
and live within Armenian borders. The
people of the Diaspora are hoping for
the best for Armenia, and what Armenia is hoping for is the best for the
Armenians.q

Who is Varant Chinchinian?
Mr. Varant Chinchinian was born on
February 5, 1961 in Aleppo, Syria. Although he lives in San Fernando Valley, he likes Pasadena better, because
it has better weather and environment
than the Valley. Mr. Chinchinian’s nationality is American. He has lived and
studied outside the United States. He
graduated from the AGBU Lazar Najarian School in Aleppo, and majored in
Electrical Engineering. He then settled
and worked in the Silicon Valley as an
IT professional, and now teaches at our
school.
When asked what he likes about his
job, he responded “I like my schedule. I
teach Desktop Publishing, Digital Photography and Chemistry. My classes
range from 9th through 12th grade.”
He smiled, “I like the students and for
the most part they tend to follow my
rules.” We wanted to know a bit more
about him and asked him “What is your
favorite time of day? What is your favorite food?” He thought for a second,
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Nyree Yacoubian
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Varant Chinchinian
“Definitely morning and as far as food,
Armenian, of course, especially from
my wife’s hands.” When we asked him
about his hobbies, he said “chess and
Sudoku, and I have won many national
awards in chess.”
We found out that he chose to teach at
this school because, as he put it, “I was
a member of AGBU since birth and it’s
an honor to be a part of this school,”
which he likes. q

Who is Ari Kazanjian?
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inkna,ar=yr anonx wra3 goqyn1

The following student interview was conducted through a school-wide pole given during homeroom. Students
were asked to provide their name if they wanted to be interviewed. The names were written on a slip of
paper, collected, placed in a basket, and chosen by a staff member. The goal of the newspaper is to interview
a student per issue.
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ARTIAGAN HA#”OSD
Kris;ina Hilalyan

Sevan Tashjian
I interviewed Ari Kazanjian, a sophomore who attends AGBU Pasadena
to get more information about him.
A few interesting facts I learned about
Ari: his hobbies outside of school are
basketball. He usually goes home after school. He says AGBU Pasadena
is a great school. He has two siblings,
one sister and one brother. He plays
sports, his favorite movie is “Transformers.” His hero is Greg Aivazian,
freshman at AGBU Pasadena. He

HA#RYNI LOVRYROV ANGIVN

Ari Kazanjian

does not like to recycle. His favorite
hangout place that he often goes to is
Americana, the shopping and entertainment center in Glendale. His favorite
fast food is In-N-Out. q
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CIRKYR NOVIRYXE\K
Gu qntrynk or 2yr hin gam [cor/a/ovo. cirkyru novirek myr tbroxagan
crataranin1 (A3o\5 gartaxo. mu bidi ulla31)
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Christmas Around The World

Mary Boghossian
John Khodanian
Sevan Tashjian

Argentina
In Argentina, the weather is hot
during Christmas. The people
prepare for Christmas earlier
than in other countries. Almost every
single house is decorated with lights
and flowers. Each
house is adorned
with wreaths of
green, gold, and
white decorations.
People
always
go to church on
Christmas
Eve.
On midnight of
December 24, sounds of fireworks can be heard everywhere.
On Christmas day everybody
is greeted by, “Feliz Navidad,”
meaning “Merry Christmas” in
Spanish. Children receive their
presents on January 6, known
as Three Kings Day.
England
The English gift giver is called
Father Christmas similar to our
Santa Claus. They enjoy beautiful Christmas music. In the Middle Ages people called “mummers” put on masks and acted
out Christmas plays. Christmas
in England began in AD 596. In
England the traditional Christmas dinner is roast turkey with
vegetables and sauces.
Italy
Christmas in Italy goes for
three weeks, known as the Novena. At noon on Christmas
day, the Pope gives his blessing
to crowds gathered in the huge
Vatican square. Children wait

until Epiphany on January 6 for
their presents. On Christmas
Eve, dinner is called “Cenone,”
which is a traditional dish of
eel.
Japan
Only one percent of
the Japanese believe
in Christ. Their only
celebration is giving each other gifts.
They have Buddhists,
called
Hotei-osho
who act as Santa
Claus.
China
Santa Claus is called “dun che lao
ren” which means “Christmas old
man.” Children receive new clothes
and toys and also watch fire cracker
displays.
Jamaica
Christmas in Jamaica is the most
festive time of the year. During Joukanoo, a traditional Christmas celebration, people parade through the
streets of Kingston, the capital city
of this island. Christmas runs from
mid-December to New Year’s day.
Everyday they go to church. Their
favorite recipe is “Flare.”
Venezuela
On December 16 families bring out
“Pesebres,” which is a specially designed and thought-out depiction
of the nativity story. On January
6, when the children awaken, they
will discover that the straw that they
have left beside their beds the night
before has gone. The straw has
been replaced by the gifts for the
children.q
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Red Ribbon Day
On Friday, October 30, 2009 the
Counseling Department at AGBU
High School-Pasadena presented
the Red Ribbon Day Assembly. Red
Ribbon Day is the oldest and largest drug prevention campaign in
the country. By wearing a red ribbon during the last week in October, Americans demonstrate their
wholehearted opposition to illegal
drugs and the illegal use of legal
drugs.
The counseling department invited
three community members to speak
to students
about drugs,
alcohol, and
tobacco use
during the assembly. Our
guests included Judge Zaven Sinanian,
of the Los
Angeles Superior Court;
Sergent Vasken Gourdikian, of the
Pasadena Police Department; and
Dr. Serineh Voskanian Melidonian,

an emergency physician at Glendale Adventist Medical Center. All
of our guests spoke to the students
candidly about their experiences
working with
i n d iv i d u a l s
affected by
drugs, alcohol, and tobacco, and
graciously
answered
questions our
students had
about the implications and effects of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco on individuals in
our communities.q

A_A}NORT SRPAZANU MYR ME}
“Renewal is an essential part of Christianity. We cannot serve, we cannot be
good Christians, and we cannot survive without transforming the old to meet
the challenges of our day.”
“Our church is the common denominator that gives our people a distinct character, identifying and separating us from surrounding nations.”
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Horoscope Corner
Aries
If you want to succeed
this month, and you do,
your best bet is to start
the month out as selflessly as you possibly can.
Physical exercise is your secret anti
-stress weapon.

Libra
This is going to be a
good month for you. If
you’ve been hoping for
a change, you’ll get it. If
you’ve been happy with
things the way they are, they’ll keep
on being that way.

Taurus

Scorpio

If meals are getting to
be a bit of a drag, why
not picnic outdoors with
a few of your best buddies? The fresh air and
good company will lift your spirits.
Gemini
Romance is way up there
on your to-do list on the
1st. And if it isn’t, you’d
better add it. Open your
eyes and follow your
heart!
Cancer

This month, there might
be a chill in the air every
now and then. On the
1st, be sure to do your
part around the house.
That’s the best way to keep things
harmonious!
Leo
On the 1st something
very romantic is bound
to happen. Keep your
eyes open for that prince
or princess; if you blink,
you might miss them!
Virgo

This month, find another
outlet for your energies.
Even if you just want to
drop everything and do
your own thing on the
7th, family obligations might prevent you from doing that.

Sometimes it’s really, really important that you
get your way. And sometimes it’s just not that important at all. Stay cool
on the 25th. Things go great on the
30th.
Sagittarius
Take advantage of your
free time to explore a creative side you may have
neglected until now. Your
friends think you are a
blast! Make sure you include them
in your creative endeavor.

Ingredients
o

Crackers

o

Cream Cheese

o

Smoked Salmon

o

Chives (Green Onions)

o

Parsley

o

Ground Black Pepper
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Out with the old! In with
the new! That’s your rallying cry on the 1st and 2nd
and, in fact, all month
long. Clean a closet,
make a new friend, read a book.

Directions:
Lay flat a cracker of your choice flat
and spread the desired amount of
cream cheese on the cracker. Place
a layer of smoked salmon on top.
Cut the chives and the parsley into
small pieces and use as garnish by
sprinkling on top of the salmon.
Then use the ground black pepper
for taste and appearance.
This is a great way to get your guests
started. It’s a bite-size appetizer, which
will keep them coming back for more. It’s
a colorful and delicious way to start off
the evening! q
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I LOVE LUCY
ICARLY
SCOOBY DOO
SISTER SISTER
SPONGE BOB
THE NANNY
THE SIMPSONS
TOM AND JERRY

Cartoon Corner

ANGIVN

Pisces
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BOY MEETS WORLD
BUGS BUNNY
FAMILY GUY
FAMILY MATTERS
FRIENDS
FULL HOUSE
GEORGE LOPEZ
GILMORE GIRLS

Aquarius
You need to challenge
yourself this month.
Broaden your interests.
Meet a couple of new
people. You’re bound to
discover something wonderful.

Sona Soghomonian

Salmon Squares
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Capricorn
This month you’re in
the mood for power and
prestige. Take the glass
elevator at the fanciest hotel in town up and
down a couple of times. It’ll make
you feel good.

Chéf’s Corner
Appetizers

Puzzle Corner

Corner
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